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2. 
THE EAST G  INSTEAD Soc IETY 

The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. 	The town has a long 
history and a unique architectural heritage, and represents a trust 
placed for the time being in the hands of our generation. 	It should 
be our concern to ensure that such contributions as we in our turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 
The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be 
seen to represent public opinion: the larger its membership the 
greater its influence will be. 

The Society arranges regular meetings for talks, discussions and 
films and produces a Bulletin of its news.and articles of local in-
terest three times a year. 	In May 1969 it produced a special report 
on the High Street conservation area which has been well received as 
the basis for formulating future policy. 	It has also been very act- 
ive in making representations to the local authorities on planning 
matters, influencing, for example, the treatment of the site in front 
of Sackville College. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The subscription is 10 shillings a year (additional members in 
the same family 5 shillings) to be renewed on 1 January every year, 
except by those joining at or after the A.G.M. in the previous year. 
If subscriptions have not been received by 31 January reminders will 
be sent. 	If they have still not been received by 28 February a 
final reminder will be sent in May instead of the Bulletin. 	If 
there is still no response membership will be cancelled. 	Subscript- 
ions should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead 

A copy of the Society's constitution is available on request. 

PRESIDENT 	Mr IOD.MARGARY, M.A.,F.S.A. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chairman 	Mr 
Vice-Chairman Mr 
Treasurer 	Mr 
Secretaries 	Mr 

Councillor E.RUSH 
KNOWLES, B.A.; Mr 
THAIR 

P.D.WOOD, 29 High Street, East Grinstead. 
B.C.THOMPSON, Nenthorne East, Ashurst Wood. 
B.CASTLETON, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. 
& Mrs S.W.RUDEL, Peredur Home School, E.Grinstead. 

LvIAN; Mrs M.L.DEMPSTER; Mrs W.INGWERSEN; Mr S.F. 
M.J.LEPPARD, M.A.; Mr S.PAGE' Mr K.PETERS; Mr S. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Matter for the Bulletin should be sent to Mr M.J.Leppard, 150A, 
London Road, East Grinstead, the hon. editor. 

Unsigned contributions are the joint work of the editor and offi-
cers. 	Opinions expressed in signed articles are not necessarily 
those of anyone but their authors. 

Back numbers of the Bulletins and Report on the High Street may 
be obtained from the editor (address above), as available, one shilling 
each plus postage. 	Unwanted copies may be sent to him for re-sale. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Applications for membership, subscriptions and notice of change 
of address should be sent to the Treasurer. 	Suggestions for the 
Society's activities and all other correspondence should be sent to 
the Secretaries (address above), from whom may be obtained details of 
the Society's current programme and a brochure describing its objects 
and containing an application form for membership especially suitable 
for passing on to friends. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTAD SOCIETY 	 Number 6: May 1971 

ED IT OR IAL 

The last paragraph of our last issue proved unintentionally pro-
phetic, for the rostal strike came as the Bulletins were ready for 
posting. 	Our new nrocedure for lapsed membership was frustrated and 
there was little time for contributions to be sent in for this number 
the first to appear in May. 	We hope publishing three times a year 
will be justified by your reactions to the ideas here and new ones 
sent for our September issue (for which the deadline is Monday 19 
July).. 	Meanwhile please use our Bulletins and meetings to make the 
Society known to others. 	Our effectiveness depends on our numbers.. 

MEET INGS 

THE TOWN'S HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT  was lucidly traced by our Chairman 
at a very full meeting on 25 March, a fascinating account of several 
years' well-digested research illustrated by slides of old maps and 
pictures. 	A vigorous discussion followed. 

At the time of writing the meeting on 29 April is in the future and 
the summer outing not yet fixed. 

THE COMMITTEE met on 28 January and 11 March. Mr S.Page was appoint-
ed Press and Publicity Officer. 	Criticisms of constructional details 
of the proposed hail in the parish churchyard and objections to the 
proposed terrace housing west of Ship Street were sent to the appro-
priate authorities. 

M B M B B R S H I P 

Membership is now about 200, all fully paid up. 	This Bulletin is 
not being sent to those whose subscriptions have not been renewed. 

FOLLOWING THINGS UP 

OUR COVER PICTURE shows a building discussed at our March meeting, the 
Dove Cote, as it was in 1885, when it was drawn by W.R.Pepper for his 
guidebook East Grinstead and Its Environs. 	It was probably built in 
1860 when Ship Street was laid out to replace the older road which 
then became the drive to Hurst an Clays. 	When the estate began to be 
developed, about ten years ago, the drive went out of use and extra 
accommodation was provided under the arch. 	Another of Peiper's draw- 
ings, chosen to match Mrs Dempster's reminiscences, appeared on our 
January cover and several specially commissioned reproductions of them 
are on sale in a local shop. 

Those who hoped Mr Wood's talk would appear in orint can read his 
report of his researches in vol.106 of the Sussex Archaeological Col-
lections, based on a survey made in 164, and Mr Mason's pioneer study 
?Eiuildings in the High Street in vol.80. Work on the subject 
continues. 	Much remains to be done. 	A summary of our knowledge may 
be found in our May 1969 Report on the High Street, of which some cop-
ies are still available at a shilling each. 

NEWS AND VIEWS 

STREET FURNITURE; Our comment last September on the 'BowbellsT mile-
stone at 64 London Road was soon followed by repainting.. 	Congratul- 
ations to those responsible, as also to the U.D.C. on its green street 
nameplates and new footpath signs and the new sign at the south en- 
trance to East Court. 	However, at the north entrance there are seven 
separate signs and two temporary bill-boards. 	And the new signs in 
the High Street commented on in January are still in place. 

THE RAILWAY VIADUCT is definitely to be demolished. 	In our January 
and September 1970 issues we drew attention to its architectural in-
terest and its condition. Should we express an opinion about it to 
the authorities? 
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CONTRIBUTED BY MEMBERS 

PHIWvIELA'S GHOST 

I paused on the footbridge-over the railway cutting at the end of 
Moat Road, looking below on the sodden newspapers, empty cartons and 
paint cans, broken bricks and other tokens of a civilised community. 
A cascade of filth down the bank was clearly a special consignment 
brought by night. 	Ceaselessly traffic poured along King Street and 
London Road. 	An aircraft climbed low out of Gatwick and the bridge 
trembled a little in its jet stream. 

A memory returned: the perfect stillness of late evenings into 
which would break a nightingale's song from the coppice wood above the 
permanent way. 	 (Anon. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE AUTHORITIES 

Traffic lights at the Star junction.  
A litter bin at the top of Lingfield Road. 	 (A.M.L.) 

THE GOLDEN BOOT 

Many remember this sign on its wrought iron bracket till recently 
over Walker's next to the Courier office, earlier over 	 at 
the end of Cantelupe Road, a handsome and distinctive ornament to the 
street scene. 	Mrs C.H.Webster reports that when Walker's was closing 
down she noticed that the boot had gone and was allowed to save it 
from the rubbish heap outside. 	In due course it found a use as a 
hall stand, painted black and with iron rings to hold sticks attached 
by Mr Grantham at his forge at Ashurst Wood. 	He said that over fifty 
years ago it had hung over Russell's shop in Uckfield. 

It is a military boot, probably 150 years old, made of two pieces 
of solid wood joined at the high arched instep. 	It is three feet 
high, the foot 23 inches long. 

CAN YOU HELP? 

SACKVILLE COLLEGE needs volunteer guides for the summer season. 	Any- 
one able to spare an afternoon a week should contact. Mrs R.H.Wood, Cy-
press Lodge, Sandy Lane, East Grinstead (21639). 	No previous know- 
ledge or experience is necessary. 

NOSTALGIA 

/ Advertisements for the GoldenBoot, 1931 (compare above), and the 
Pottery, 1885 (see p./): 

'cr FOOTWEAR go to 

BRANSON & SON, 
The Golden Boot," 

MIGt-1 STET, EAST GRINSTEAD. 

Agents for " DIANA,' "CUSHION SOLE," iRENSON ' & HOLDFAST. 

EAST GRINSTEAD POTTFRY WORM (Estab. 1855), 
NT'ATj, 111IIE R.&ITWAY STAT10N 

TI T()n114I 	1I0Pli11i4 I Oil 
ore, cry d"=*iltiou of 

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL POTTERY. 
Ch ,nney, Sea-hate, iiv-t Ic and 6thrr descriptlatos of ito uo r 

Vases of every Design am! Size made to Order. 



5.  
REMINISCENCES OF EAST GRINSTEAD FAIRS 

by Mrs M.L.Dempster, G.E.Leppard and R.H.'Iood 

The two great events of the year ere the Autumn and Spring 
Fairs. 	The High Street was lined with stalls selling every conceiv- 
able thing, ginger dollies being the most popular. 	A large hoop-la 
stand was always at the top end of the street. 	The main event was 
the selling of ponies. 	The sellers either drove them pulling carts 
at great speed or ran beside them. 	The bidding took place outside 
our house (Old Stone House). 	In the evening a cheapjack auctioned 
the leftover items from a platform lit by flares outside the Ship Inn. 
My brother aged 6 was determined to find a bowl of goldfish which he 
had failed to get at the hoop-la so after being put to bed he climbed 
out of his bedroom vindov into the garden and joined the rowdy crowd. 
The goldfish were held up and he got them for sixpence, but - alas - 
the local policeman spotted him as 'the Doctor's boy' and led him 
firmly up to our front door and pealed the bell. 	Our father answer- 
ed. 	Not only was there a beating but in three days all the colour 
came off the goldfish: they were mere grey minnows. 	 M.L.D. 

The cattle and horses were on the south side, didikais' vans, 
swings and roundabouts, and 'gingerbread stalls' which sold buns 
covered in 'hundreds and thousands' on the north. 	One year a black 
man, a fire eater, was nearly lynched because he produced only a 
smallish flame. 	 G.E.L. 

Fairs brought the odd fracas. 	There was much dislike of gip- 
sies, known as 'pikies' or 'didikais'; not wholly deserved as the 
worst were really those cross-bred with Croydon horse-copers. 	These 
tended to 'gang' and use the brass-bound butts of horse whips. Re-
collection brings a sharp picture: a drover prone and crying out in 
fear of the boots of one such gang; and in a little while the gang 
in cry after one of his workmates. The man's running feet thudded 
on the ground, blood wandered down his face. 	He emerged later from 
a shed with a shot gun, but luckily without cartridges. 	Fights and 
gingerbread were picturesque enough but the roots of fairs and mar-
kets go deep. 	Those who came to sell remained to buy. Many, with 
or without stock, travelled on foot; most, perhaps, behind a horse 
which could find its own way home; some few by trains. Smith and 
harness maker were sure of business; shopkeepers were jealous of 
anything which might affect their best day's trade. 	 R.H.W. 

REMINISCENCES OF EAST GRINSTEAD. 	Edward Steer's memories of c.1856- 
'60  form the basis of a series of occasional articles by Brian Desmond 
currently appearing in the East Grinstead Courier. 	So our suggest- 
ion (September 1970)  of reprinting them seems to have lost some of 
its point. 	However, we are still anxious to receive the recollect- 
ions of our own members so that some may be included in each issue of 
our Bulletin. 	Any offers? 	If you don't feel old enough for your 
memories to qualify how about passing on what you've heard your 
elders recalling? 

NAMES: The inexplicably named Lynton Park Estate is to have its 
streets named after distinguished R.A.F. officers who were wartime pat-
ients at the nearby Hospital and, with less justification, after some 
of their aircraft. 	Normally far too little consideration seems to be 
given when street names are chosen. The nadir must be at Garden Wood, 
apparently a list of 'Writers Everyone Has Heard Of' - Austen, Blyton 
(i), Browning, Byron, etc. 	What have they specially to do with East 
Grinstead? 	At least the estate's name reminds us ,hat it replaced, 
but too often old farm, wood and field names are allowed to perish or 
even wantonly replaced. 	Thus the change of Cuttens to Wealden House, 
for 'no special reason' (sic), has thrown away 25.0 years of history. 
If a house of such an age were destroyed we would expect an outcry. 
Even recent names have a story. Remember the Radio Centre and think 
how commonplace Classic sounds by comparison. 

M.J.LEPPARDO 



LOCAL PRONIJ1CIATION 

An article on local speech usages in our January 1970 issue aroused 
some interest in a neglected aspect of our heritage. 	The distinctive 
way people hereabouts speak deserves recording also, for there is no 
county-wide Sussex accent and local peculiarities are being eroded by 
population movements, education and 'the media' 	Till someone sets to 
work with a tape recorder here are some notes from R.H.Wood, P,D.Wood 
and M.J.Leppard, with some place names as illustrations. 

VOWELS: Short e and ee become short j, and vice-versa: the 25" 
O.S. map actually prints 'Shipyard Pett' at Little Surries, i.e. Sheep-
yard Pit in phonetic form. 

Long i tends to become j: several nineteenth century docu-
ments 'correct' Boylees to Bylees. 

Short o becomes aw before two or more consonants: a farm at 
Ashurst Wood is indifferently spelt Pollys and Pauleys over several 
hundred years. 

Go becomes goo and mite is mt. 
In Coomber and Cooper oo is pronounced as in cooker. 

CONSONANTS: Initial f becomes v, hard th may become d. tt becomes a 
glottal stop, and final 	or 	acquires a kind of w sound. 	Initial 
h is generally sounded. 

SYLLABLES: Final 	or in tends to become ing ,  and vice-versa, e.g. 
mornen. 	Some word like four become two syllables. Final hurst in 
place names weakens, as, e.g., in Ashus Wood. 

PLACE NAMES: Ancient ones are almost invariablr stressed on the last 
syllable, e.g. Hackenden (our local shibboleth). 	Influenced, it 
seems, by rationalising spellings several old pronunciations have died 
out in this century. 	In 1930  the English Place Name Society reported 
that 'Far-lye' survived as the pronunciation of Fairlight. Who uses 
it now? 	Shovelstrode it described as a 'correction' of the lost pro- 
nunciation 'Shu'lstrode', 'shovel' sounding locally much as spelt at 
Lingfield in 1615: 'shoullel'. 	(In 1809 Manning and Bray's Surrey 
said 'pronounced Shosterwood', presumably for Shovelstrode Wood.) 

One could quote many more phonetic spellings from old documents 
but to hear them while we may is more important. 	Our Society seeks to 
open members' eyes. 	It may also hope to open their ears. 

MIDDLE ROW, it is reported, is being badly shaken by traffic, for its 
framed buildings of course lack foundations. 	For long Middle Row was 
not given the attention it deserves. 	As little as 25 years ago E.W. 
Young in his pamphlet The Story of East Grinstead could only repeat the 
common assertion that it once stretched the whole length of the street 
and remark 'In these modern days of ever increasing motor traffic it is 
generally felt that it is a pity that a clean job was not made of it 
and the whole row destroyed'. 	Since then we\have learnt better, hist- 
orically and aesthetically. 	Mr P.D.Wood's researches have shown that 
Middle Row dates back to c.11+00, by that name, and the oldest house 
still in it to c.1500. 	The market place and town well at its west end 
and the narrower street to its east prove that it was never more exten- 
sive than now. 	Today we would rather re-route traffic than lose it. 
As Professor Pevsner says in The Buildings of Sussex, 'The roaring A-
road traffic makes one forget that the core of East Grinstead is inti-
mate in scale and shapely, a High Street nicely punctuated by an island 
and a large, dignified church lying just behind it'. 	 N.J.L. 

THE POTTERY in Park Road, over a century old and long abandoned to de-
cay, worsened by recent intruders, is now a site for development, but a 
full investigation was permitted. 	The pug mill and many working tools 
have been taken to the Weald and Downland Museum at Singleton for ex-
hibition and some other equipment is going privately to Ashurst Wood. 
Over lOO old photographs of local interest are in private hands but 
copies will be made publicly available later. 	A full report will ap- 
pear in our September issue. 	 M.J.L. 



RESOURCES FORTHE STUDY OF EAST GRINSTEAD 

by M.J.Leppard 

An article in our September 1970 issue described the public lib-
rary's new collection of local pictures, which evidently meets a real 
need. 	It seems worth reporting and reflecting on the availability 
of other resources for the study of the district, contemporary as 
well as historical. 

The library has complete sets of the Sussex Archaeological Coll-
ections, Notes & Queries and County Magazine (but not Record Society), 
The Victoria County Histories of Sussex and Surrey, the principal 
printed works on the town and a few other works of local interest, 
including a few volumes of the Surrey Archaeological Collections. 
Most of these are, understandably, for reference only, but their hav-
ing to be kept in the Librarian's office means that many readers are 
unaware of their existence. 	Neither in the library nor elsewhere is 
there any public collection of local maps or newspapers. 

In 1917 a public meeting set up a committee to found a local mu-
seum as a war memorial but the scheme fell through. 	The subject was 
not forgotten, hoiever, and in 1926 the late Dr Golding Bird was able 
to make available a room in the Church tower where a sizeable local 
collection was built up. 	In 1945  he was one who supported the re- 
newed suggestion of a i'ar memorial museum but the idea again fell 
through. 	In 19 the tower room was needed for Church purposes. 
Some of the exhibits went to the Sussex Archaeological Society, some 
to the U.D.C., which exhibits them in a couple of glass cases in the 
entrance hail at East Court, and a few magazines, scrapbooks and pic-
tures were kept. 

At Sackville College are several bygones and the Neale Memorial 
Library formed by J.H.Rogers, Warden 1872-9, of books of local inter-
est, lAihich may be made available to bona fide students, The College 
and parish records are in the County Record Office at Lewes. 

Serious students accept that they will have to go to Lewes, Lon-
don and many other places for material not available elsewhere but it 
is a pity that in East Grinstead itself there is no local museum and 
reference library for those curious about their homes or ancestors, 
for schoolchildren working on projects, for visitors, for the recept-
ion or recording of finds, documents and antiquities, and for public-
spirited bequests. 	Alas, such projects mean great and continuing 
expense, whether from the rates or from private donations. 	But as 
it is fifteen years since the matter was last publicly ventilated and 
as our Society has come into being since then, perhaps it is permiss-
ible to fly a few private kites here, hoever outrageous, in order to 
stimulate some discussion. 

1. In July 1951,  as part of the Festival of Britain, a 'Sussex 
Scene' local exhibition was held in the parish halls. 	Should our 
Society arrange something similar, 20 or 21 years on? 

2. The Newhaven and Seaford Historical Society is buying a cara-
van for use as a mobile museum at functions and places of resort. 
Could a similar thing happen with us and perhaps our neighbours? 

3. Soon Zion Chapel will cease to be used as a place of public 
worship. 	If funds were available (20,000 for a start) what better 
future could it have? 

THE SUSS( LOCAL HISTORY COMMITTE& set up in 1970 by the Sussex Rur-
al Community Council, is to be formally constituted on 8 May at a 
Conference at Sussex University. We shall be represented. 	Its 
aims include promoting all aspects of local history, being a clearing 
house for such information, publishing a newsletter and encouraging 
local groups. 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT REFORM 

In our September 1969 issue we considered some of the practical 
questions raised for East Grinstead by the Redcliffe Maud report. 
At the risk of being overtaken by events one may now similarly consi-
der the Government's proposed transfer of East Grinstead (with Cuck-
field Urban and Rural Districts) to West Sussex and the U.D.C.'s de-
termination to stay in East Sussex, probably united with Uckfield Ru-
ral District If it will have us. 

The Government no doubt intended to create two administrative 
counties of equal size, putting East Grinstead in a corner again, 
though now more than twice as far from county H.Q. 	(As far as pub- 
lie transport is concerned Chichester is no more inconvenient than 
Lewes!) 	Now we have Worthing and Crawley to fear instead of East- 
bourne and Hastings. 	However, the South East Strategy connecting 
our future development with that of Horsham, Crawley and the "corri-
dor" down to Burgess Hill makes the Government's proposals for us 
more sensible than Redcliffe Maud's. 	But then one may ask whether 
there might not be even more to be said for making more of local phy-
sical geography, communications and economy by creating a new author-
ity centred on Gatwick and Crawley and bounded by East Grinstead, 
Redhill, Horsham and Burgess Hill. 	More serious is the proposal, 
on similar grounds, officially promoted by Brighton (and opposed by 
Hove!), of an authority based on Brighton and bounded by Peacehaven, 
Burgess Hill and Shoreham with the remainder of East and West Sussex 
as two counties divided from each other as now. 

As a Society we have an interest in that we have dealings with 
the planning authorities and are concerned with the conservation and 
improvement of the town's amenities. 	Should we have an official 
policy and make representations? 	If any views could be sent as soon 
as possible to our Secretaries, Mr and Mrs Rudel, Peredur Home School, 
the Committee can consider them. 

M.J OLEPPARD. 

LOCAL REFERENCES IN THE SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS 

Anyone wishing to study the history of East Grinstead beyond the 
information in Hills' History will naturally turn to the 108 volumes 
so far published by the county Archaeological Society. 	Unfortunate- 
ly they are not all adequately indexed. 	This is an attempt to begin 
listing all references to the ancient parish of East Grinstead (which 
till 189+ included Forest Row), to be continued as space permits. 

Vol.1 (181+8), pp.101±'. 7  103 9  106 9  109 References in Journal of Giles 
Moore, Rector of Horsted Keynes, 1667-9. 

PP-32f. Gentry who contributed to defence of country, 1588. 
p.lOLi- stage coach services, c.1788. 
p.121+ T.Winterbottom, Warden of Sackviile Coil., 1687. 
p.125 Forest Row Fair (?), 1678. 

Vol.2 (18 1+9), p.122 T.Showen, glover, 1697. 

Vol, (1850) 9  25ff. Corn prices 1619-21. 
pp.123 9  128 Expenditure at E.G., 1688 & 93, Assizes March 16 93. 
pp.389ff. Pedigree of Lewkenors. 

V01.1+ (1851), pp.47f.  Lavertye (Ashdown House) private chapel, C13. 
P.59. Wilmington Manor, £20 p.a. to Sackville Coil., 185 1 . 
p.233. £60 bequest to Lewes-Godstone road, 1596. 
p.282. Assizes March 1679. 
p.297. Tradition that Framfield bells sent to E.G., c.1667. 

Vol.5 (1852), pp.102-4 E.G.'s M.P.s in Commonwealth, C17. 
pp.21+2f. Brambietye Chantry, 1380. 
pp.261f. Suilde in 2. G., 1532  (?). 
p.270 Brambletye Mill, 1086 & 1852. 
pp.202ff. Anne Forster iron graveslabs, 1591 , 	 M.J.L. 



9. 
THE NEW TOWN GUIDE 

A Review by P.H.Sandall 

As with the national census so when revising a town guide an inter-
val of ten years may seem too long for the accel7erating rate of change 7 nowadays, but publication is costly and the work involved in preparation 
long and arduous. 	That this onerous task for the new Official Guide 
for East Grinstead has been undertaken by Michael Leppard is fortunate, 
for, as members of this Society would expect, it has been accomplished 
with great thoroughness and competence. 	It is typical and commendable 
of the editor's style that he has avoided undue eulogy yet succeeded in 
conveying something of his own deep-rooted Interest and acpreciation. 

A town guide should be accurate, concise and as comprehensive as 
space permits, and the new guide fulfils these desiderata very well. 
The compiler has to bear In mind the needs of those most likely to use 
it, not only established residents but also prospective ones, as well as 
business men and Industrialists looking for potential sites and markets. 
They, and more particularly the latter, should be able to form a quick 
general impression of the character of the town and its function, past, 
present and future. 	These are all very well cared for in the text, but 
the writer would have preferred a short general introduction, such as 
that in the previous edition, incorporating also the useful section on 
'The Economy of the District' which is on the back of the map folder, to 
be at the very beginning, before plunging into the history of the town. 

Preductably the latter is an admirable outline of the material col-
lected by the editor and his associates, a fore-runner of that long-
awaited and much overdue history of East Grinstead which is to succeed 
the pioneer work of John Stenning and Wallace Hills at the beginning of 
the century. 	It is very well amplified in other parts of the text, and 
those who wish to follow up particular aspects of the history are served 
by a 'Simple, Select Bibliography' at the end of the guide - but why 
'Simple'? 

The idea of displaying the character of the town through a series 
of short walks is a good one, and should be appreciated, especially by 
new-corners and visitors. 	If one is occasionally reminded of Mr 
Jingle's style in the Pickwick Papers this is the inevitable result of 
compression and the author's determination to overlook nothing worth a 
passing glance. 

An important feature of any guide-book is its map. 	That provided 
Is on the same scale as the previous one - approximately four inches to 
the mile - but the area has been enlarged to include all the Urban Dis-
trict and it has the great advantage of a street index with grid refer-
ences for readily locating them. 	The insertion of bus numbers on the 
routes served would have been useful, though possibly detracting from 
clarity in the central part, and this information is available in the 
small map provided in the local bus and train timetables. 	The Town 
Centre Map showing probable future developments is a welcome addition, 
although ideally one would like another on the same scale or even 
larger to show this central area in detail as it is now, since the 
scale of the general map is too small to show much. 

The format and general production, including excellent type, is 
all that could be desired and the illustrations are numerous and very 
well selected. 	I should have preferred the information about local 
organisations, etc., on separate pages and advertisements in their 
place, and a couple of blank pages would have been useful for addenda 
and corrigenda from time to time. 

It is inevitable in a publication of this kind that the individual 
reader should find things he would omit or wish included and personally 
I regret the omission of any mention of the Music Club which has 
struggled to bring first-class live music to the district for some 
twentr five years; and in the useful and comprehensive (in the general 
sense) list of schools perhaps Baidwins Hill Primary School, although 
in Surrey, has a claim for inclusion. 	It would be unfair, however, to 
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expect omniscience on the part of an editor, nor can he be expected to 
verify personally every detail in the sources of information he must 
draw on. 	I cannot see that there are any major faults of om%lsslon or - r',  
commission in the new town guide, and the Urban Council should be very 
glad that they entrusted Its compilation to Michael Leppard, and very 
p1easeJwith the result. 

To the revie7er, whose childhood was enlivened by the monthly 
journey jogging along dusty country roads to the quiet and pleasant 
little country town by pony and trap, the changes that have taken place 
since the beginning of the century are accumulatively great, yet it is 
remarkable how much of the age-old charm of the place survives and I, 
for one, look forward eagerly to the promised pedestrian precinct in 
the High Street and to other improvements in the town's amenities that 
will enhance our enjoyment of it. 

This little book should help to make us all more conscious of our 
town as a living org -ilsrn and foster our interest in its past, its pre-
sent and its future. 

OFFICE DEVELOPMENT 

Several people have expressed puzzlement at the continued derelic-
tion of the timber yard In London Road. 

The answer in this particular case is quite simple: planning con-
sent was given some years ago for 113,000 square feet of offices, which 
has proved too speculative to attract a developer. 	There must be 
doubts about East Grinstead's ability to provide staff and facilities 
for such a large venture. 

Talks are believed to be In progress on dividing the development 
into four phases in the hope that the smaller units may prove to be 
marketable, but no results have been made public. 

The site received its consent before Office Development Permits 
became compulsory, so this complication does not apply. 	Nowadays, 
however, any office development over 10,000 square feet in the Outer 
Metropolitan area (including East Grinstead) needs not only planning 
permission but an O.D.P. from the Department of Trade and Industry 
also. 	An O.D.P. will only be issued if the developer can produce in 
advance a tenant willing to take possession of the proposed building. 
The object of this is, of course, to prevent the waste of resources in-
volved in erecting large office blocks that stand empty waiting for 
tenants and, to a lesser extent, to inhibit office development in the 
metropolitan area. 

P .D .WOOD 

NEWS AND VIEWS 

GATWICK: The Government's veto on a second runway does not forbid the 
proposed extension of the existing one so the Gatwick Area Conservation 
Campaign still deserves our support, not least toAYards its legal costs. 

RAYWARDS: Contrary to some people's fears we understand there is no 
prospect of Raywards' shop in the High Street being demolished. 

Ashurst Wood or Ashurstwood? Does it matter? No, not very much pro-
bably, but the former dates from the 16th century whereas the latter 
seems to be wholly modern and used almost exclusively by the U.D.C. 
The former reminds us that Ashurst was one of the four tithi.ngs into 
which East Grinstead Hundred was divided in the thirteenth century and 
Ashurst Wold a manor first mentioned c.1560. 	The former, moreover, 
gives a better Idea of the correct pronunciation. 

GARDEN HILL FORT g  COLEMANS HATCH: (see our January number): A complete 
report appears in this year's Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol. 
108. 


